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Schools Programme Launch Invitation 
 
The Holocaust Exhibition and Learning Centre is a new exhibition and teaching resource at 
Huddersfield University that opened to the public on 17 September. We are delighted to invite you 
to the launch of our new on-site learning programme for primary and secondary schools on Tuesday 
23 October 2018.  
 

Afternoon workshop 1.30 – 3.15pm 
FREE - Prior booking essential 
 
An introduction to the ‘Through Our Eyes’ Exhibition and the range of workshops that we can offer 
here at the Centre, with a preview of some of the activities students will be involved in as part of a 
visit. 
 
1.15  Registration and refreshments  
1.30 An introduction to the purpose and history of the exhibition; workshops and learning offer; 

diversity bingo with a twist. 
2.10 Time to view the exhibition, ‘Through Our Eyes’, which tells the story of the Holocaust 

through the experiences of refugees and survivors now living in Yorkshire. 
2.30  Special Things – learning through objects.  

What makes something special? ‘Through Our Eyes’ contains objects that might not look 
special at first sight but have meaningful stories.  Find out about one way of engaging young 
people with Holocaust histories through objects and the people who owned or used them.  

3.00 Questions and feedback 
 
Places for this workshop are limited. Please email helc@hud.ac.uk by Thursday 18th October to 
book your place.  
 
 

Twilight open evening, 3.45 – 6.30pm  
FREE - Drop in, no booking necessary 
 
An informal opportunity to look round the ‘Through Our Eyes’ exhibition, see the learning and 
conferencing spaces, and talk to staff about our new range of workshops and how they can help you 
and your students.  Find out about our forthcoming new website and online resources, and talk to us 
about how you’d like to see our learning programme develop in future.  
 
Refreshments will be available throughout the evening.  
 
The Holocaust Exhibition & Learning centre is located in the Schwann Building at the University of 
Huddersfield. Please see https://www.hud.ac.uk/about/maps/ for travel and parking information 
and campus maps. Call 01484 471939 for further information or find us at 
www.holocaustlearning.org.uk, on Twitter @HSFA_Leeds and on Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/HSFALeeds.  
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